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ÜSFEN MAKİNA 

ÜSFEN MACHINERY,

Vibration, cutting and surface treatment, drainage, torque and hydraulic 
technologies for the construction and industry produced and represented by the 
final products and engineering solutions in the field offers. Üsfen Machinery aims 
to make solution partnership to projects with its experienced staff and to 
continuously improve its existing solutions with the information obtained from R 
& D studies.

Solutions; to determine the needs of the field, to project, to produce and to 
provide the right product with a wide range of products.

USFEN Machinery, Lissmac Construction Technology has been the sole 
authorized distributor for Turkey.

SPT PUMP - Söngerath Pumpenhandels has been the sole authorized distributor 
for Turkey.

Trelawny Surface Technology has been the sole authorized distributor for Turkey.

OLI VIBRA Concrete Technologies specialized solution partner of Turkey.

GEDORE Torque Solutions specialized solution partner of Turkey.

It has been serving in manhole cover raising systems since 2008 with the 
ROGOMAT brand it produces.

MANUFACTURING, MACHINERY, ENGINEERING, TECHNOLOGY BASE



SURFACE TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

CONCRETE VIBRATION SOLUTIONS

INDUSTRIAL VIBRATION SOLUTIONS

DRAINAGE SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SOLUTIONS

TORQUE SOLUTIONS

MANUFACTURING PROJECTS
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CUTTING SOLUTIONS



COMPACTCUT200 COMPACTCUT300

FS20 B/D COMPACTCUT900

MULTICUT500 MULTICUT600 G/SG

MULTICUT900 G/SG

UNICUT

COMPACTCUT400

CUTTING SOLUTIONS

FLOOR SAWS WITH PETROL ENGINES
COMPACTCUT, FS MODELS 
Petrol, 320 mm cutting depth

FLOOR SAWS WITH DIESEL ENGINES

COMPACTCUT, MULTICUT, UNICUT MODELS 
Diesel, 630 mm cutting depth

FLOOR SAWS WITH ELECTRIC ENGINES
COMPACTCUT MODEL 
Electric, 320 mm cutting depth



CDM 20 P

CDM, CDR MODELS

CDM 33 W CDR 350

LWCH LWSH

MASONRY AND CELLULAR CONCRETE BAND SAWS
MBS, DTS MODELS

The ideal combination of intelligent technology and user-oriented 
design make LISSMAC masonry saws the trusted jack-of-all-trades 
on the construction site. Diamond saws for large formats or 
aluminium saws for smaller tasks – our saws win over customers 
with their variety of performance, cutting depths, cutting lengths 
and construction-siteappropriate equipment.Cellular concrete band 
saws from LISSMAC are designed especially for processing porous 
concrete and have proven themselves on all types of construction 
sites worldwide. The different models in the MBS product line allow 
LISSMAC to offer their customers the greatest possible labour 
saving and highly precise cutting technology for the exact 
processing of porous concrete.

The LISSMAC drills and drill stands are thoroughly 
economical and flexible to use, thanks to their modular 
design. A universal mounting plate makes the drills flexible 
in combination with the functional LISSMAC drilling stands. 
In all, a powerful and robust package for professional 
construction use.

LISSMAC offers a carefully designed, user-friendly wall saw 
system. Cutting reinforced concrete, masonry and various 
construction materials. For controlled demolition work and 
dismantling, conversion and renovation work in building 
construction and civil engineering. Apertures for doors, 
windows, and shafts, etc. will be no problem for our 
powerful systems.The LISSMAC wire saw system is the 
custom solution for permanently changing requirements. 
Both electric wire saws and hydraulic saws are easy to 
transport and to install. 

As a manufacturer of saw plants, floor saws and drilling machines 
as well as diamond tools we know what is important for good 
diamond tools. The best machine is just as good as its tool and 
the best tool is just as good as the machine where it is used. Only 
combining the two factors will guarantee high productivity and 
economy. Our long-standing experience, the continuous further 
development as well as the comprehensive measures for quality 
assurance guarantee the production of powerful diamond saw 
blades of constant quality.

LWCH, LWCE MODELS

WSP, BSP, ASP MODELS

CORE DRILLING MACHINES

WALL AND WIRE SAWS

DIAMOND TOOLS
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SURFACE TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

CONRETE GRINDING AND POLISHING
FLOOR GRINDERS
250 mm Grinder 500 mm Twin Grinder
    The flexible grinding head ensures maximum contact and usage of the 

diamond while working over rough surfaces.

    Dual counter rotating grinding heads ensure balanced operation while 

the flexible disc coupling ensures maximum contact and usage of the 

diamond while working over rough surfaces.

FLOOR SCARIFIERS

FLOOR SCABBLERS

PLANETARY GRINDERS

540 mm Planetary 800 mm  Electric Grinder  
   
    With the highest grinding pressure in its class, the 
TPG540 is a highly productive, yet still portable and 
manoeuvrable machine. 
    With the addition of a standard speed control and wet 
grinding system the TPG650 offers the perfect balance of 
performance, manoeuvrability and application. 

TCG250 TPG540

TCG500 TPG650

TFP320TFP260

MHS11 MHS5

CONCRETE SURFACE SCARIFIERS
200 mm, 260 mm, 320 mm Cutting Width
     The TFP260 is a heavy duty machine for medium to large jobs.
Increased weight and power give exceptional performance for a 
machine in this segment. Robust chassis construction and a heavy 
duty double web cutter drum ensure the TFP260 keeps working on 
the toughest of surface preparation jobs.
    The TFP320 is a heavy duty hydraulic drive machine for large jobs.
The machine is self driven with variable speed for total operator 
control.

CONCRETE SURFACE SCABBLERS
250 mm, 290 mm Scabbing Width
     5 50mm (2”) carbide tipped heads give 1300 powerful blows each 
producing a heavy key for application of fresh concrete and overlays. 
Integrated TVS® vacuum shroud allows the connection of an industrial 
dust collector for collecting nuisance and hazardous dust. Production 
rates in excess of 40 m² per hour.
    The MHS11 introduces a new concept in pneumatic floor scabblers. 
Using smaller heads with a 70% increase in BPM (Blows Per Minute) and a 
30% reduction in air consumption, the MHS11 maximises productivity, 
efficiency, value and ergonomics, without compromise. Its is the perfect 
machine for fast removal of laitance, level reduction and profiling for new
concrete and thick screeds and sealants. Production rates in excess 30 m² 
per hour.



VIBRATION SOLUTIONS

EXTERNAL ELECTRIC VIBRATORS 0-6000 RPM 
MVE, HFP MODELS
Electric, Pneumatic, Cradle, Clamp 
    High frequency electric vibrators are used on construction sites and in 
precast companies to obtain high-quality products (exposed concrete), 
with excellent aesthetic results and weather resistance. The vibration is 
transmitted to the concrete indirectly through formworks or mould.
Just like the internal vibrators, the external ones are also based on the 
principle of the vibration produced by the rotation of an eccentric mass 
started by a three phase electric motor. The OLI range of external electric 
vibrators includes fixed frequency models, 3,000 and 6,000 vpm, and 
variable frequency models, from 0 to 6,000 vpm. Low speed vibration is 
used on high-density and unreactive concretes mostly, as they allow a 
fast displacement of the aggregates.High speed vibration (6,000 vmp) is 
recommended with low-density concretes and in applications where 
high surface quality is required.

VIBRATION SCREEDS

INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC FREQUENCY CONVERTER
LURA, LURAS MODELS
High Frequency, Monofase
     High frequency self-converting concrete vibrators have three 
different bottle diameters: 45, 60 and 65. Monophase operation and 
hose length from 5 meters to 14 meters can be adjusted to the needs in 
the field. Current and heat protection is available. 12,000 rpm under 
concrete. A speed control sensor is available to keep the speed 
constant. Bottle effect diameter of 45 cm 65 cm, bottle effect diameter 
of 60 90 cm, 651ik bottle effect diameter is 105 cm.

Optional: LURAS 
Thanks to its 1 meter bottle and hose length, it provides comfortable 
usage with its ergonomic design in floor, field, floor, road concrete. 
Available in bottle diameters of 45 and 60.

BULL FLOAT, DOUBLE BEAM, TRIANGULAR MODELS
Electric, Petrol, Diesel
   Surface gauges provide gasoline and electric motor options and vibrations 
in works up to 20 cm in your concrete productions with length options 
between 3.2 meters and 6.2 meters. Progress is done by pulling the rope.
      
    Double-arm concrete gauges are used for the production of fast and 
smooth e-tone surfaces in large areas with aluminum blades from 1 meter to 
4 meters, gasoline and electric motor options.
    
   Triangular gages, road, airport, harbor, etc. used in construction. Its 
progress is semi-automatic.
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INDUSTRIAL VIBRATIONS

SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS

SUBMERSIBLE DRAINAGE PUMPS AND RESIDUE WATER PUMPS

SUBMERSIBLE SLUDGE PUMPS

MVE, MVE-E, MVE-D MODELS
Standard, High Protection, Explosion Proof                                                                
   The standard MVE External Electric Motovibrators, which provide a 
centrifugal force of 20 to 26,000 kg with 2, 4, 6 or 8 poles, are suitable for 
almost all industries for all kinds of vibration equipment. Motovibrators are 
single-phase, wood-phase or DC motors with ATEX Exll3D and ETL, Class II, 
Part 2 certificates in the presence of potentially flammable dust in hazardous 
environments. MVE-) D Explosion-Proof Range of External Electric 
Motovibrators gives centrifugal force of 800 to 5,500 kg in 2, 4, 6 or 8 poles, 
for application on drilling fluid recovery systems in oil and gas extraction 
plants, as well as sand unloading equipment in fracking operations . The 
MVE-D comes with ATEX Exll2GD and ETL Class 1, Division 1 and Class 11, 
Division 1 certificates for use in the presence of potentially combustible 
dusts or gases for the explosion-proof design of the engine. In addition, 
MVE-D has an international IECEx certificate. Explosion Proof MVE-D External 
Electric Motovibrators consist of an electric motor housed in a robust FMEA 
design cast housing with eccentric weight at both shaft ends.

SPT SPTE  SUBMERSIBLE PUMP MODELS
     Professional diver for difficult applications in construction, construction 
and tunnel engineering in industrial and local authorities
It pumps.
1.5 - 22 kW / 3-phase. Flow rate: 360 m³ / h Head: 56
up to meters

SPR SPRE  ZERO SUCTION PUMP MODELS
   Zero suction submersible pumps for cleaning surfaces 
up to a depth of 2 mm.
0.37 kW to 0.75 kW / AC or 3 phases.

SPT ASP  SAND PUMPING MODELS
     Robust for very difficult applications, for pumping mud, 
sand and bentonite. 35 mm permeability - 390 m³ / h flow 
rate - Head up to 34 meters

INDUSTRIAL VIBRATION AND DRAINAGE PUMPS



CORDLESS TORQUE WRENCH 90-13,000 NM 
LDA, LAW 
Cordless
     The world's first Cordless Torque Wrench for applications up to 
3,000 Nm enables fast and flexible use in a variety of bolt 
applications. Dual bolt control and lithium-ion battery technology 
ensure strong and durable operation.  A unique safety system and 
microprocessor electronics, coupled with our high-power gear unit, 
make the machine a real highlight in the track of inventory.
The factory calibration certificate is also required here.

LDE 

LDE, LEW 
Monofase 
     The Electric Torque Wrench is a classic among the heavy torque 
wrenches. Suitable for countless bolts. Precise torque control, repeat 
accuracy and long life are just some of its strengths. With proper use 
and maintenance, a service life of 20 years is not uncommon for a 
GEDORE Torque Solutions Electric Torque Wrench. Each Electric 
Torque Wrench is supplied with a separate factory calibration 
certificate. As an option, the LDE Electric Torque Wrench of the LEW 
series is equipped with the LE.Trak documentation function.

HYDRAULIC TORQUE WRENCH 60 - 27,000 NM 

LDH, LDK 
Hydraulic 
     Hydraulic Torque Wrenches from GEDORE Torque Solutions are 
flexible and durable. One-handed hydraulic coupling provides labor-
saving convenience. The torque wrench is compatible with a wide 
range of hydraulic units. However, they perform best when paired 
with our Hydraulic Units. Hydraulic Torque Wrenches, Square Drive 
and Cassette Torque Wrenches

HYDRAULIC POWER UNITS 800 BAR 
LHU 
Monofase 
     With our output up to 800 bar, Hydraulic Units provide torque 
wrench power for each bolt application. The fully sealed housing 
protects the unit and the operator even in the most demanding 
applications. The patented cooling air source provides the best 
cooling even under extreme loads. This wear-free pump technology 
means low maintenance of the unit. The sensors of the LHU series are 
fully mounted in the unit instead of the hydraulic torque wrench. This 
makes the unit compatible with other hydraulic torque wrenches.

TORQUE SOLUTIONS

ELECTRIC TORQUE WRENCH 90 -13,000 NM 
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PROJECTS

SLIP FORM PAVERS

ROGOMAT MANHOLE CIRCULAR CUTTER





ÜSFEN MAKİNA SAN VE TİC LTD ŞTİ
Hasanpaşa Mah. Lavanta Sk. 20/13
Kadıköy- İSTANBUL
İkitelli OSB Sefaköy San Sit. 13. Blok
No:28 Başakşehir - İSTANBUL         

T +90 216 540 20 47 
F +90 216 540 20 49

info@usfen.com.tr 
www.usfen.com.tr
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